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Introduction



As we enter the second half of 2022, it sometimes feels as 
if we’re riding a raft of tax changes. This midyear update 
highlights the following key developments in business and 
tax compliance from the first half of 2022:

THE FULL AVALARA TAX 
CHANGES 2022 REPORT

THE CORRESPONDING  
WEBINAR

   LOCAL ECONOMIC NEXUS BATTLES

   MARKETPLACE COMPLEXITY

   CRYPTOCURRENCY TAX PAYMENTS

   REAL TRANSACTIONS IN THE METAVERSE 

   E-INVOICING AND REAL-TIME REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

   TAXABILITY CHANGES

   SOARING RETAIL SALES COMPLIANCE COMPLICATIONS

LEARN MORE

READ NOW

After you read this update, check out:
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https://www.avalara.com/us/en/learn/webinars/2022-tax-changes-midyear-update.html
https://www.avalara.com/dam/avalara/public/documents/pdf/avalara-tax-changes-2022.pdf


Sales tax 
updates



Local economic nexus 
gets harder or easier, 
depending on where 
you are 
Thanks to the 2018 U.S. Supreme Court decision in South 
Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., nearly every state now has an 
economic nexus law requiring certain out-of-state sellers to 
collect and remit sales tax. The Wayfair ruling didn’t address 
local tax requirements for remote sellers — neither 
authorizing nor prohibiting them — and now some local 
governments are enforcing economic nexus at the local level. 

 
 

Source: Avalara
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https://www.avalara.com/us/en/learn/guides/state-by-state-guide-economic-nexus-laws.html
https://www.avalara.com/us/en/learn/guides/state-by-state-guide-economic-nexus-laws.html


There are 64 different sales tax jurisdictions in Louisiana, 
any one of which could, in theory, adopt local economic 
nexus and require remote businesses to register with the 
local taxing authority. Few tax experts would argue this is 
a good system for businesses, but that doesn’t mean it’s 
easy to change. In fact, an attempt to streamline Louisiana’s 
local tax collection and remittance processes was voted 
down in late 2021. Even without local registration 
requirements, the “significant differences” between state 
and local sales taxes, “especially in regard to exemptions,” 
make compliance difficult for businesses.

 
 
Other states with similar local taxing authority (i.e., home 
rule states) are doing more to ease the compliance burden 
on remote retailers. For example, the Colorado Municipal 
League has urged municipalities to not adopt economic 
nexus at the local level unless they join the state’s single 
point of remittance portal. Meanwhile, state lawmakers 
have enacted a bill prohibiting local taxing authorities 
from requiring remote retailers to separately apply for  
a local business license. It takes effect July 1, 2022.

Source: Louisiana.gov
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https://www.avalara.com/blog/en/north-america/2021/11/why-sales-tax-compliance-in-louisiana-is-so-difficult-for-remote-sellers.html
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http://revenue.louisiana.gov/faq/questionsandanswers/8
https://www.avalara.com/blog/en/north-america/2022/04/local-economic-nexus-requirements-complicate-remote-sales-tax-compliance.html
https://www.avalara.com/blog/en/north-america/2022/04/local-economic-nexus-requirements-complicate-remote-sales-tax-compliance.html
https://www.louisiana.gov/local-louisiana/


Wayfair removed the long-standing physical presence rule 
without replacing it with another bright-line test, though 
it did praise South Dakota for taking steps to reduce the 
compliance burden for remote sellers. In keeping with the 
spirit of the seminal ruling, lawmakers and tax officials in 
many states seem to be striving to minimize the burden of 
remote sales tax compliance. Yet as evidenced by what’s 
transpiring in Louisiana and to a lesser extent other home 
rule states, complexity can be hard to kick.
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Marketplace facilitator 
laws are complicating 
compliance for 
facilitators and  
sellers alike 
In theory, marketplace facilitator laws should simplify 
sales and use tax compliance for individual sellers. In 
practice, they often don’t. The specifics of marketplace 
facilitator laws differ from state to state and can heighten 
compliance complexity rather than diminish it.

Perhaps nowhere is this more evident than in the food and 
beverage industries. Marketplace facilitator laws were 
first developed to capture tax revenue from platforms 
like Amazon and eBay, which originally focused on the 
retail sale of tangible personal property. Initially, few if 
any marketplace facilitator laws addressed other types 
of platforms, such as those specializing in the food and 
alcohol delivery services many of us came to rely on 
during the last two-and-a-half years. But given the rapid 
growth of the third-party delivery market (food delivery 
alone has become a global market worth more than $150 
billion), lawmakers may need to address this issue soon.

As a result, businesses in these industries are at risk of not 
knowing who’s responsible for what tax. If both the seller and 
marketplace collect sales tax (not knowing the other did), 
they can accidentally over-collect sales tax. If each assumes 
the other taxed a transaction, sales tax may be under-
collected. It can quickly become a compliance quagmire.

Source: McKinsey & Company
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https://www.avalara.com/blog/en/north-america/2022/03/when-are-mobile-delivery-app-fees-subject-to-texas-sale-tax.html
https://www.avalara.com/blog/en/north-america/2022/03/when-are-mobile-delivery-app-fees-subject-to-texas-sale-tax.html
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/technology-media-and-telecommunications/our-insights/ordering-in-the-rapid-evolution-of-food-delivery
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/technology-media-and-telecommunications/our-insights/ordering-in-the-rapid-evolution-of-food-delivery
https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/industries/technology%20media%20and%20telecommunications/high%20tech/our%20insights/ordering%20in%20the%20rapid%20evolution%20of%20food%20delivery/ordering-in-the-rapid-evolution-of-food-delivery_vf.pdf?shouldIndex=false) 


Once all parties understand who’s responsible for what, they 
need to ensure their systems are properly set up. For example, 
if a marketplace like DoorDash or Grubhub collects tax for a 
restaurant, the restaurant needs to ensure it doesn’t apply 
tax to those orders. At the same time, the restaurant must 
continue to apply sales tax to direct sales. It’s complicated.

In a similar but different scenario, marketplace facilitators 
in Kansas learned in January 2022 that they’re not 
responsible for taxes due on hotel accommodations 
but are responsible for taxes due on rooms that aren’t 
in a hotel. Marketplace requirements for the lodging 
and hospitality industry are nearly as complex as those 
governing food and alcohol delivery.

Another issue complicating compliance: Some states 
are holding marketplace sellers responsible for back tax 
liability created by inventory held in the state through 
a marketplace program (e.g., Fulfillment by Amazon, or 
FBA). The Pennsylvania Department of Revenue maintains 
that its efforts to collect back income or sales taxes from 
roughly 11,000 FBA sellers pass constitutional muster 
(hat tip to Law 360). This isn’t a new issue — California, 
Pennsylvania, and Washington have been pursuing it 
for years — but it may come to a head in 2022 as the 
Pennsylvania case moves through the courts.

On top of navigating the tax compliance issues, certain 
marketplace facilitators are being required to help police 
sales of stolen goods. In 2021, Arkansas was the first state 
to “regulate online marketplaces to stop organized retail 
crime” by demanding more oversight over high-volume 
sellers who may be fencing stolen or counterfeit goods 
through the platform. Since then, Alabama, Illinois, and 
Ohio have passed laws establishing similar requirements. 
Other states, including California, Massachusetts, and 
Washington, may soon do the same.

Source: California legislative information
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https://www.avalara.com/blog/en/north-america/2022/01/when-a-marketplace-law-applies-to-lodging-but-not-hotels-wacky-tax-wednesday.html
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https://www.avalara.com/blog/en/north-america/2022/04/marketplace-facilitators-face-new-reporting-requirements-for-high-volume-sellers.html
https://legiscan.com/AL/bill/HB318/2022
https://www.ilga.gov/legislation/BillStatus.asp?DocTypeID=HB&DocNum=1091&GAID=16&SessionID=110&LegID=129762
https://www.legislature.ohio.gov/legislation/legislation-summary?id=GA134-HB-272
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billAnalysisClient.xhtml?bill_id=202120220SB301#


Cryptocurrency is legit 
enough for paying 
Colorado taxes 
Colorado may soon become the first state to successfully 
accept cryptocurrency tax payments.

The first state to try to do this was Ohio, but that was 
short-lived. Ohio became “the first state in the United 
States, and one of the first governments in the world, to 
accept cryptocurrency” for tax payments in November 2018. 
Less than a year later, the Treasurer of Ohio suspended the 
program and shut down the cryptocurrency tax payment 
portal. It has yet to reopen.

Cryptocurrency has come a long way since then, which 
seems to be the thinking in Colorado. In a February 2022 
interview, Governor Jared Polis revealed that “Colorado 
will start accepting cryptocurrencies for tax and other 
payments to the state by the end of the summer.” Arizona, 
California, and New York, are interested in making a similar 
move, while Hawaii and Massachusetts are looking to 
study the matter. Interestingly, as these states explore 
cryptocurrency payments, Georgia and a few other states 
want to require retailers to accept cash payments.

One reason cryptocurrency is gaining momentum is that 
it’s used to purchase virtual goods, property, and services 
sold in the metaverse. And the metaverse is on fire.

Source: Avalara Tax Desk
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https://www.avalara.com/blog/en/north-america/2018/11/you-can-now-pay-your-ohio-taxes-with-bitcoin.html
https://www.avalara.com/blog/en/north-america/2022/03/colorado-to-accept-cryptocurrency-for-tax-payments.html
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Real taxes can apply  
to transactions in  
the metaverse 
The metaverse has captured the imagination of millions. 
It’s capturing our wallets too. 

People are drawn to the metaverse for all sorts of reasons. 
Some may simply want to reinvent themselves without 
physical limitations. Others are there to make a profit, 
perhaps inspired by that $69+ million sale of a digital 
collage by Beeple facilitated by Christie’s.

Experts on tax policy are divided on how to tax 
transactions in virtual lands. According to David Lingerfelt, 
senior director of North America Tax Content at Avalara, 
one of the biggest hurdles facing tax and government 
officials is that they don’t understand non-fungible tokens 
(NFTs), unique digital certificates that authenticate and 
record ownership in a blockchain. “Some NFTs are digital 
certificates that authenticate and record ownership,” 
he explains, “But an NFT can also be both the digital 
asset and the certificate that authenticates and records 
ownership of the digital asset. Digital clothing NFTs 
represent the article of digital clothing and the ownership 
of the article of clothing.”

It is hard to understand. And as Lingerfelt notes, “If you 
don’t know what something is, you can’t know how to 
approach taxing it.”

Yet according to Scott Peterson, vice president of 
Government Relations at Avalara, states that are members 
of the Streamlined Sales and Use Tax Agreement would 
likely argue they provide all the tax guidance needed. They 

Source: Reuters

Source: Christie's
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https://www.christies.com/features/Monumental-collage-by-Beeple-is-first-purely-digital-artwork-NFT-to-come-to-auction-11510-7.aspx
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specify how they tax digital codes, products, and services, 
so the taxability of, say, a virtual skin, should be clear.

But is an NFT a digital code, product, or service? Maybe, 
maybe not. For the most part, states have yet to say.

States are talking about NFTs, the metaverse, and tax 
policies, and there’s a lot to discuss. New topics keep 
cropping up. What happens when a business sells a 
tangible product alongside a virtual good, or a virtual 
good with a physical good? Do marketplace facilitator 
laws govern NFT transactions since they generally occur 
through marketplaces? How should sales in the metaverse 
be sourced, and how should tax be allocated if use occurs 
in multiple states? Clearly, there’s much more to come.

Source: Gartner
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https://www.avalara.com/blog/en/north-america/2022/04/selling-goods-in-a-virtual-world-can-have-real-tax-implications.html
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E-invoicing and  
real-time reporting 
spreads globally 
Though there are no electronic invoicing (e-invoicing) or 
real-time reporting requirements in the U.S. today, they’re 
becoming increasingly common in Europe, Latin America, 
and other parts of the world. 

E-invoices are created and designed to be read first and 
foremost by computers, throughout their life cycle. Because 
they reduce errors and save cost, many businesses use 
e-invoices even if there’s no government mandate to do so.

Real-time reporting is when a vendor must electronically 
transmit value-added tax (VAT) data directly to tax 
authorities in real time or near real time. It’s typically linked 
to a government mandate because the tax authorities must 
be set up to accept and process the reports. 

It’s common for countries to phase in such requirements, 
to allow both businesses and tax officials time to work 
out the kinks. But increasingly, countries are combining 
e-invoicing and real-time VAT reporting requirements 
into one mandate. This streamlines the exchange of 
invoice data between business partners and enables tax 
authorities to retrieve relevant VAT information in real time. 
It can also help countries close the VAT gap, the difference 
between expected and actual collections. 

“Tax authorities no longer need to do sampling because 
they already have the whole data set,” says Alex Baulf, 
senior director of Global Indirect Tax at Avalara.  

Source: Avalara Tax Desk
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“They know every single transaction, every invoice that’s 
been raised by a business to a customer, as well as every 
invoice the business received.”

As of January 2022, over 80 countries have introduced 
some form of e-invoicing or digital reporting mandate. 
Countries with change on the horizon include France, 
Germany, Italy, and Spain. The United Kingdom is also 
making tax digital, in its own way. 

In the U.S., the Federal Reserve and the Business Payments 
Coalition are wrapping up a pilot project that strives to 
modernize business-to-business (B2B) payments through 
the development of a standardized electronic invoicing 
system. It hopes to have an operational system for B2B 
transactions up and running by 2023. Individual states will 
likely be slow to issue mandates of their own, but some, 
including California and Florida, are already exploring real-
time financial reporting requirements. And Massachusetts 
Governor Charlie Baker has been trying to establish a real-
time sales tax remittance requirement for years.

Source: Inposia
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More tax and less tax: 
States shift with  
the times 

SOME STATES WANT TO TAX MORE SERVICES

Kentucky lawmakers overrode a gubernatorial veto in April to 
broaden sales tax to nearly 40 services. The additional sales 
and use tax revenue is supposed to help offset a reduction 
in the state’s individual income tax, though the Kentucky 
Center for Economic Policy worries the new policy may blow a 

“massive and growing hole” in the state’s budget instead.

Several other states introduced legislation in 2022 to 
broaden sales tax while reducing other tax collections. 
Like Kentucky, Indiana sought to tax more services and 
reduce income tax. Nebraska aimed to tax more services 
but lower the state sales tax rate. 

Mississippi has created a new committee to study whether 
internet-based computer software products and services 
should be subject to sales tax. Missouri is trying to tax 
digital products and subscriptions.

The Tax Foundation generally supports broadening sales 
tax to services, especially since American consumers tend 
to spend nearly twice as much on services than goods. 
Yet efforts to expand sales tax to services typically meet 
resistance, despite the obvious potential for revenue gains. 
One reason could be simply that people push back against 
any new taxes. Another: Some industries, whose services 
could be taxed, tend to have good lobbyists.

Source: Avalara Tax Desk
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SOME STATES WANT TO EXEMPT FOOD

As some states look to tax more services, others are 
considering cutting the taxes on groceries. 

 
 
If they have the money to pull it off, Kansas will lower 
the sales tax on many grocery items from 6.5% to 4% on 
January 1, 2023. The rate will drop to 2% at the start of 2024 
then 0% on January 1, 2025.

SOME STATES TWEAK TAX HOLIDAYS, 
TEMPORARILY REDUCE GAS TAXES

With prices at the pump trending upward, several states are 
temporarily reducing taxes on fuel. Georgia and Maryland 
were the first states to adopt a gas tax holiday. Connecticut 
and New York were next, and Florida will have one in 
October. Gas tax holidays have also been proposed in 
Delaware, Minnesota, Missouri, and several other states. 

Gas isn’t the only item subject to a sales tax holiday. 
Approximately 17 states provide one or more sales tax 
holidays each year. Several more have proposed new sales 

Source: Avalara Tax Desk
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tax holidays this year, and Iowa is looking to extend and 
expand its annual sales tax holiday. Colorado recently 
enacted a bill that provides a temporary deduction from 
state taxable sales for qualifying retailers in the 
hospitality industry. It will be in effect from July 2022 
through September 2022.

Source: Avalara Tax Desk

SOME STATES ARE TAXING RETAIL DELIVERY

On July 1, 2022, a new retail delivery fee will take effect 
in Colorado. Registered retailers will be subject to the 
$0.27 fee whenever they make a retail sale of tangible 
personal property that includes at least one taxable item 
and is delivered to a purchaser by a motor vehicle. You 
know the Prime delivery vans you see zipping around your 
neighborhood? This fee is for them, and anyone else who 
makes sales for delivery into Colorado. 

Retailers required to collect the retail delivery fee must 
file a separate retail delivery fee return for each reporting 
period, even if no fees are due. Fun stuff.
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Soaring retail sales 
add to compliance 
challenges
The National Retail Federation (NRF) predicts retail sales 
will grow between 6% and 8% in 2022, to more than $4.86 
trillion. Consumers have money and they’re ready to spend 
it, “notwithstanding risks related to inflation, COVID-19, 
and geopolitical threats.” 

Non-store and online sales are expected to grow between 
11% and 13%, to between $1.17 trillion and $1.19 trillion, but NRF 
insists that “ecommerce is not separate from retail … it’s all 
retail.” It notes that nine of the top 10 ecommerce sites are 
run by retailers that also operate brick-and-mortar stores, 
and “80% of all shopping still happens in stores.” 

Source: U.S. Census, NRF analysis
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Likewise, IDC has found that businesses must provide an 
excellent and seamless customer experience across all 
channels to succeed in retail today. It’s even seen traditional 
companies adding digital products and services “to take 
advantage of the rising digital tide.” Unfortunately, this 
means more companies are running up against online sales 
tax requirements like economic nexus and marketplace 
facilitator laws, which can be difficult to navigate. 

Small and midsize businesses tend to struggle most with 
tax compliance because while they can have tax obligations 
across dozens of states, they have fewer resources to devote 
to tax management. Tax management software can handle 
everything from business registrations to tax calculations to 
creating electronic invoices and filing returns to help make 
sales tax compliance considerably more manageable.
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Looking 
ahead 
This summary merely skims the surface of shifting tax 
requirements. For a deeper dive, read the full Avalara 
Tax Changes 2022 report. Or check out what leading tax 
experts have to say about tax changes at the middle of 
the year in our webinar. If you want more, explore our 
other resources:

• Stop by the Avalara Tax Desk for breaking tax news

• Read about VAT in the EU and U.K.

• Check out the Avalara tax resource center

• Go to the Avalara Commerce Monitor for transaction 
data trends across the manufacturing, retail, and 
services industries

Or give us a call at 877-352-4646. Automating tax 
compliance helps businesses track and comply with  
ever-changing tax laws around the world.

AVALARA

255 South King St., Suite 1800

Seattle, WA 98104

877-352-4646

avalara.com

https://www.avalara.com/dam/avalara/public/documents/pdf/avalara-tax-changes-2022.pdf
https://www.avalara.com/dam/avalara/public/documents/pdf/avalara-tax-changes-2022.pdf
https://www.avalara.com/us/en/learn/webinars/2022-tax-changes-midyear-update.html
https://www.avalara.com/blog/en/north-america.html
https://www.avalara.com/vatlive/en/vat-news.html
https://www.avalara.com/us/en/learn.html
https://www.avalara.com/us/en/research/avalara-commerce-monitor.html
https://www.avalara.com/us/en/products/overview/why-automate.html
https://www.avalara.com/us/en/products/overview/why-automate.html
http://avalara.com
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